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Integral ~epresentation and uniqueness theorem 
in generalized thermoelasticity ( *) 

T. ROZNOWSKI (WARSZAWA) 

THE PAPER deals with the problem of harmonic oscillations according to the generalized linear 
theory of thermoelasticity, due to LoRD and SHULMAN [1], in an exterior domain. Basing on 
the author's solution given in [2], the integral representation of a pair (</J, 0) and suitable 
radiation conditions are derived. The considerations of this part are expressed as Theorem 1. 
Next, the uniqueness of the integral representation is proved, Theorem 3. Further, it is shown 
that the radiation condition in a form coupling the function¢ and 0 at infinity fulfils the suffi
cient condition. Finally, certain particular exampfes are being worked out and some properties 
of thermal waves are discussed. It follows that the pure thermal wave is both dissipative and 
dispersive. In this case ·some quantitative data are given, (Figs. 3 and 4). At the end a few con
clusions of a more general meaning are deduced. 

W pracy rozwai:a si~ problem drgan harmonicznych w obszarze zewn~trznym wg uog6lnionej 
zlinearyzowanej teorii termospr~zystosci prezentowanej przez LoRDA i SHULMANA w [1]. Na 
podstawie rozwi~nia autora przedstawionego w [2] wyprowadzono reprezentacj~ calkow'l 
dla pary ( ¢, 0) wraz z odpowiednimi warunkami wypromieniowania. T~ cz~sc rozwai:an pre
cyzuje Twierdzenie 1. Nast~pnie dowiedziono jednoznacznoSci otrzymanej reprezentacji cal
kowej formuluj'lc Twierdzenie 3. Dalej wykazano, ze warunki wypromieniowania sprz~gaj'lce 
funkcje (</J, 0) w nieskonczonosci spelniaj'l warunek wystarczaj'lcy. Rozpatrzono r6wniez nie
kt6re przypadki szczeg6lne, dyskutuj'lc pewne wlasnosci plaskich fal cieplnych. Wykazano, 
ze fale czysto · cieplne podlegaj'l dysypacji i dyspersji. Dane ilo5ciowe wplywu czasu relaksacji 
zilustrowano wykresami na rys. 3 i 4. W zakonczeniu podano parct wniosk6w og6lniejszego 
charakteru. 

B pa6oTe paccMaTpHBaeTcH npo6JieMa rapMOHHtieCI<HX KOJie6aHHH: BO BHenmeH: o6JiaCTH cor
Jiacao o6o6lf(eHHOH JIHHeapH30BaHHOH TeOpHH TepMoynpyroCTH, npeACTaBJieHHOH JlopAOM 
H IIIyJILMaHoM B [1]. Ha ocaoBe perneHHH aBTopa, npeACTaBJieHHoro B [2], BhiBeAeHo HHTe
rpaJILHoe npeACTaBJieHHe AJIH napbl (</J, 0) COBMeCTHO C COOTBeTCTByrolf(HMH YCJIOBHHMH H3-
JiyqeHHH. 3TY qaCTb paccy>KAeHHH: yTOtiHHeT TeopeMa 1. 3aTeM AOKa3biBaeTCH eAHHCTBeH
HOCTH noJiyqeHHoro HHTerpaJILHoro npeACTaBJieHHH, <t>opMyJIHPYH TeopeMy 3 • .Uam.rne no
KaaaHo, "t!To yCJioBHH HanyqeHHH, conpHrarolf(He <t>YHI<UHH (</J, 0) B 6ecKoHetiHOCTH, YAO
BJieTBOpHIOT AOCTaTOtiHOMY yCJioBHIO. PaccMoTpeHbi TO>Ke aeKoTophie qaCTHhie CJiyqaH, o6-
cy>KAaH HeKOTOpbie CBOHCTBa llJIOCKHX·TepMH"tleCKHX BOJIH. llOKa3aHO, "t!TO "t!HCTO TepMH"tleCKHe 
BOJIHhi noAJie>KaT AHCCHn~HH H AHCnepcHH. KoJIH"tJecrBeHHbie AaHHhie BJIIDIHIDI BpeMeHH 
peJiaKcar.um HJIJIIOCTpHpoBaHhi AHarpaMMaMH aa pHc. 3 H 4. B aaKJIIOtieHHH npHBeAeHo aec
KOJILKO BhiBOAOB 6oJiee o6lf(ero xapaKTepa. 

Introduction 

THE PAPER develops the mathematical foundation required for the study of integral repre
sentations of thermoelastic harmonic waves in exterior domain with one relaxation time. 

(*) The main paragraphs of this work, namely Theorem 1 on representation and The0rem 3 on 
uniqueness entitlet: "Radiation conditions and a uniqueness theorem in generalized linear thermoele
asticity" were submitted to the XVth ICTAM, Toronto 1980, and presented in part at the Polish Solid 
Mechanics Conference in 1980 and earlier. 
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18 T. ROZNOWSKI 

The linearized system of partial differential equations according to [1] and the method 
of analysis as well as the results presented in [2], based on the theory of singular integral 
equations and Green's identity, are a(o_>ted. 

The text is divided into two chapters. Starting with the governing equations in the 
first chapter, we establish the integral representation of the functions ( 4>, 0), Theorem 1, 
where (4>, 0) denote the thermoelastic displacement potential and temperature, respect
ively, Sect. I. 

Next, a uniqueness theorem of the integral representation is formulated and the proof 
based on the energy concept is carried out, Theorem 3; Sect. 2. The remaining part of 
this chapter involves a proposal to extend the uniqueness theorem to a certain class of 
singular surfaces, Sect. 3, what may be especially useful in connection with the crack 
problems. 

Further consideration of the properties of Theorem I and 3 is presented in Chapter 2. 
Thus it is shown that the radiation conditions coupling the functions 4>, 0 fulfil tht! suffi
cient condition of Sect. 4. Particular cases of integral representation are derived and 
discussed in Sect. 5. It is of some interest to note that if the interconvertibility of thermal 
and mechanical energy is ignored, the thermal wave in the body is found to be both dissi
pative and dispersive. In this case the relaxation time contribution to the phase velocity 
and dissipation decreases. The results obtained make it possible to draw conclusions 
of a more general character as shown in Sect. 6. 

The integral representation for generalized thermoelasticity and some aspects of dis
cussion given here bring about a new development. This field theory of inte~ral repre
sentations in exterior domain for the Laplace and Helmholtz equations well-known in 
the potential theory (cf. [3, 6]) and in the theory of elasticity [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9], is con
siderably developed. 

Chapter 1 

1. Integral representation in generalized thermoelasticity 

We assume that an infinite thermoelastic (1) body Be = E-B1 (E is the entire .space) 
has a cavity B1 bounded by a regular surface S with the normal vector from B1 to Be. 

Let x E Be and S, be the spherical surface of a sufficiently large radi!ls r about x con
taining within it the region B1• Moreover, we assume that the motion is provoked by 
a periodic function of time, and once the process is established, the motion of the body 
is also .periodic, with the same frequency. We seek a solution describing harmonic thermo
elastic vibration of the body able to propagate the second sound throughout the domain V, 

bounded by surface S and S,. Next, we pass with the radius to infinity and derive the 
radiation conditions and a regular form of integral representation for our problem . . 

(1) A thermoelastic medium is the domain D of the three-dimensional Euclidean space and a set of 
quantities e.A..p,y,1J, " satisfying the conditions e >0, p>O, 3.i.+2p >0, yfrJ > 0, "> 0 (cf. p. 51, 
[3]). 
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INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION AND UNIQUENESS THEOREM IN THERMOELASTICITY 19 

The linearized system of the generalized theory of thermoelasticity, according to LoRD 
and SHULMAN' given by Eqs. (23) and (24) in [1], is employed. The principal model used 
is seen to be exhibiting a finite heat transport velocity based on a relaxation time T0• The 
energy equation for the body with constant thermal and elastic coefficients may be rewrit
ten as 

(1.1) 

and the equation of motion of continuous medium without body forces is 

(1.2) 

Functions u, T, Eij are the displacement vector, absolute temperature and strain tensor, 
whereas A. and f..t, e, oc, k, To, T0 are the Lames :moduli, density, coefficient of thermal 
expansion, conductivity, the relaxation time and fixed reference temperature, respectiv-

ely. Finally CE = - T ~~ denotes the specific heat at constant deformation where r/J 

is Helmholtz free energy defined by the relation 

r/J(e1h T) = ;(e0 , T)- T~(e1J, T) .. 

Here ~' ~ are known as internal energy density and entropy. The subscripts specify the 
components of a vector in the directions of the coordinate axes and the summation con
vention is adopted. We employ a comma to denote partial differentiation with respect 
to a spatial coordinate while the superposed dot implies partial differentiation with respect 
to time. 

If we look for the solution (</>, 0) of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) in the form (we are restricted 
to the coupled dilatation waves since the remaining deformation is only elastic) 

A A 

(1.3) u = grad</>, 0 = T- T0 (small enough) 

and 

(1.4) ~(x, t) = <f>(x)e-iwt, O(x, t) = O(x)e-iwt, x = x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , 

then Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) are satisfied provided 

(1.5) 

where 

(1.6) 

2* 

Di<f>-mO = 0, 0~0+ _!____ h~V2</> = 0, 
m 

yTo 
- k- = r], y = (3A.+2Jl)CX, 

y 
m = - 2 - , c.e 

_ ( iw )
1
1

2 

h3-- ' 
" 

c = rJm", V2-Laplace operator, w-frequency. 
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20 T. ROZNOWSKI 

Equations (1.5) imply that the amplitudes of oscillations ¢(x) and O(x) satisfy two separate 
equations: 

(1.7) 

where 

(1.8) 

The values k, are selected in a such a way that the following relations are valid : 

(1.9) k"2k"2- h2h"2 
1 3- 1 3· 

Thus they are hoth the roots of the equation 

(1.10) k4 -[hf+(1+e)h~]k2 +hih~ = 0. 

Hence, according to the expression (1.4), we have 

(1.11) 

The explicit formulae for a, and p, may be derived but here they are reduced to be the 
following functions of the material parameters 

(1.12) 
a,= a,{cl, U, e, To, w), 

p, = p,(c1 , u, e, T 0 , w). 

Now we wish to find regular solutions of Eq. (1.7) in Be for the pair (¢, 0) by means of 
surface integrals over S. To do this, we introduce the auxiliary function f which is estab
lished as a fundamental solution of our problem in a whole space E; this means that 
it is the solution of the equation 

(1.13) 

where l5(x) is Dirac's function. The solution of Eq. (1.13) is known and may be written 
in our notations as 

- m I " " 
¢(xi~)= - --,..--,..-- (eiklr -eikJ'), x, ~ E E , 

47t(kf-kD r 
(1.14) 

where r~ = (x1 -~1) (x1 -~1), j = 1, 2,- 3, is the distance between a point x in which the 
potential is to be determined and a source located at ~. 

A direct calculation shows that ;j; describes the thermoelastic displacement potential 
due to a concentrated source of intensity " acting at ~ and fulfills the radiation condition 
in exterior domain. 

The temperature field coupled with the thermoelastic displacement potential --;{> denoted 
as if= O(x l ~) is derived as follows: 

(1.15) O(xl~) = -
1- or(iJ-= - - ,..-

1- ,.. - _!__ [(hf-kf)eik1'-(hf...,..k~)eik'3']. 
m 4n(kf-kD r 

We 'return to Eq. (1. 7) and state that¢ is a solution of the equation 

(1.16) 
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INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION AND UNIQUENESS THEOREM IN THERMOELASTICITY 21 

under the assumption that cp is not singular in the domain Be. If we multiply Eq. (1.13) 
by¢ and Eq. (1.16) by :P, add them up and integrate over a region V, bounded internally 
by S and externally by a large sphere S, of radius r, then we find, that 

(1.17) ' 

where 

x(x)l/J(x) = ~ J avc;)[4}(xl;)oto~3l/J(;)-l/J(;)otot4><xi;)J, 
v, 

II' x(x) = 1/2, 
0, 

FIG. 1. Symbols commonly used. 

Be= E-B; 

Be= lim Vr r--

Using at first an operator identity for two sufficiently regular functions u and v in the 
domain of integration 

where 

I(u, v) = v grad V 2u -u grad V 2v + (V2v) grad u- (V2u) grad v, 

as well as the divergence theorem, we can find that 

(1.18) x(x)tf>(x) = ! J asm {[;j(xJ~) :n CJ'4>W-4>W :n 0'4i(x/~)] 
S+Sr 

+ [ (V'c]j{xJ;)) ! 1/>W- (V2t/>) :n if)(x/~) ]} , 

where 

With regard to the relation (1.5)1 between the functions cp and 0, Eq. (1.18) is transformed 
as follows: 

(1.19) f {- ao a¢ · 1 [ A - ocf> a A _ ] } 

x(x)cp(x)= dS l/J---0-+- (O~l/J)--l/J-(D~l/J) , on on m k on on k 
S+Sr 

where 
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22 T. ROZNOWSKI 

A more conventional form of Eq. (1.18) is given below: 

(1.19') f t [- a a -] [- a a -] x(x)cp(x) = dS cp -- 0-cp- 0 + 0 - cp-0- cp on on on on 
S+Sr 

1 A A [ - a a - ]} + -(kf+k~-2hi) cp - cp-cf>-4> . 
m on on 

We may evaluate the function 0 proceeding in a similar way as for cp, Eqs. (1.16)-(1.19), 

but it is simpler to make use Df the relation (1.5)1 and apply the operator -
1
- D f to both 

m 
sides of Eq. (1.19'), to obtain 

(1.20) x(x)O(x) = f as{[O(xiE) ! OW-OW ! O(xl~)l 
S+Sr 

ew2 
[- a a - ] I + ;;- cp(xl~) an cp(~) -cp(~) an cp(xl~) ' 

where the relation (1.9)h and the following are applied: 

(}W2 - _!_ hA 2h2 a - m2 3 1' 

and 
" my 
a= --s-. 

eh, 

Insertingexplicitformulaefor f, Eq. (1.14), and 0, Eq. (1.15), into Eqs. (1.19') and (1.20), 

one gets for the pair (cp, 0) 

m [ J { 7 it1,. a [ 1 A ] x(x}cp(x) = - - ... ---A-· dS - ~ 0- - (hf- k~)l/J 
4n(kf-kD r un m 

S+Sr 

(1.21) 

(1.22) x(x)O(x) = - - ... ~ [ Jas{ e'k
1

,. _;_ [-
1 

(hf-kf)O+ f!C::
2 

cp] 
4n(kf-kD S+Sr r un m a 

[ 
1 A (!W2 ] 0 eik1r \ 

- -;n<hf-kDO+ ;z-cf> a,z-
7
-r 

f dS I eik3r __!___ [-1 (hi- ki) 0 + eo:2 cp] 
r on m a 

S+Sr 
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INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION AND UNIQUENESS THEOREM IN THERMOELASTICITY 23 

We recall Eq. (1.11) and analyze the integral over surface S, occurring in Eq. (1.21). 
To do this, we write 

J ( ·) = J drS e-P~•e•;,, ( :, -ik, )[ 8- ! (hf -ki)</>] 
s, s, 

(1.23) 

In view of the process at infinity, the condition for the integral (1.23) to vanish at r -+ oo 
can be satisfied if 

(1.24) 

re-P··(! -ik,)[8- ! (hf-kM] = o(I), ' 2
' 

,.-; •• (:, - ;k3 )[ 8- ! (hf- kn</>] = o(l)' 

.-P··[8- ! <M-:-ki><i>] = o(l), 

.-P··[8-! (hf-kD<i>] = o(I). 

Similarly, analyzing the integral over the sphereS, in Eq. (1.22), we find that it disappears 
at r -+ oo when 

(1.25) 

Making use of the fact that 

1 (h2 kA2)(h2 kA 2) (!())2 
- - 2 1-1 1-3= - A-:/:0, 

m a 

one can show that the asymptotic conditions (1.24) are equivalent to the conditions (1.25). 

(2) /(r) = o(l) at r-+oo <=>lim /(r) = 0, 

/(r) = 0(1) at r-+oo <=>lim /(r) = M < oo. 
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24 T. ROZNOWSKI 

Thus, if both Eqs. (1.24) and (1.25) hold, then Eqs. (1.19) or (1.19') and (1.20) yield 
the representations for 4> and 0 in the entire region Be by means of the surface integrals 
over the surfaceS. The above analysis provides us with a proof of the following theorem: 

THEOREM 1. Every solution(¢, 0) of equations 

(1.26) 

in the domain Be, which satisfies suitable radiation condtions (1.24) and (I.25) admits the 
representation of the form 

(1.27) m [J { eik• R a [ I " l x(x)lj>(x) = - -,...-- ,...- dS -R ;l 0- - (hi- k~)¢ 
4n(kf-kn s un m 

(1.28) x(x)O(x) = - ,...: ,...
2 

[J ds{etk.R _!___ [-1 
(hf-ki)O+ ec;:

2 
4>] 

4n(k1 -k3 ) 
8 

R on m a 

[ 
1 ,. ew2 ] a eik1R) 

- -(hf-ki)O+ - ,... - ¢ ---
m a on R 

-J dS { eik3R _!___ [-I (hi - k~) o + ec;:2 4>] - [-1 (hi- fn o + ec;:2 4>] _!___ eik3R )] , 
R on m a m a on R 

s . 

where R = lx- ~I is the distance between points x E Be, ~ E SandS is the surface of cavity. 

2. lnhe ~queness theoremm 

We now wish to show that the solution in the form of integral representation (1.27) 
and (1.28) given in Theorem I is unique. The classical method will be used to prove the 
auxiliary Theorem 2 and then, on the basis of a corollary and Notes 1 and 2, the theorem 
of uniqueness, Theorem 3, is formulated. 

THEOREM 2. The solution (¢, 0), (¢ = lj>(x, w), 0= O(x, w)) E C2 in Be and (lj>(x, w), 
O(x, w)) E C' in Be = S u Be, satisfying the equation system 

(2.I) Di¢-mO = 0, 

and the homogeneous boundary conditions 

(2.2) o¢ j = o, OJ.s = o of} s 
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INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION AND UNIQUENESS THEOREM IN THERMOELASTICITY 

as well as asymptotic relations (radiation conditions) at r-+ oo 

(2.3) 

where 

4> "'J1 (0, ij;)r"'e-/Pl-flo>r + J2 (0, ij;)rme-{/13-flo)r, 

() "'g1 (0, ij;)rme-<f3~ -f3o>r + g2 (0, ij;)rme-{P3-f3o>r, 

(2.4) /1 = O(rm), /2 = O(r-m), g1 = O(r-m), g2 = O(r-m) 

25 

and Po =min (P1 , {33 ), m-finite integer number (f· e m = -1 for spherical cavity) 

is identically equal to zero in Be, 

</> = () = 0 in Be 

(cf. [3], p. 156, Theorem 5.6). 
Proof. Let us apply the gradient operation V to Eq. (2.1)1 • Then we can obtain 

(V 2 +hf)V<f>-mV() = 0, 

(2.5) 

The inner product of Eq. (2.5)1 by V~ where the bar over the symbol denotes its complex 
conjugate, yields the equation 

(2.6) 

Integration of both sides of Eq. (2.6) over the space V,. and application of the divergence 
theorem leads to 

(2.7) f dS(V 2</>)V(i; · n- j dV/V 2</>l 2 +hf f dVIV</>1 2 -m f dV(V4) · V()) = 0. 
S+Sr Jl,. Jl,. Jlr 

Taking the conjugate of the equation, we have 

(2.8) J dS(V 2i{)V4> · n- J dV/V 2</>I +hf J dVIV</>1 2 -m .f dV(V</> · VO) = 0. 
S+Sr Jlr Jl,. Jl,. 

The next step is to multiply Eq. (2.5h by ()-and to use the identities 

OV2
() = V · (Ove)-VO· ve, 

OV2</> = V(OV<f>)-VO· V<f>. 

Hence we obtain 

(2.9) V ·(live)-VO· V()+h~O()+ _!_ h~[V · (OV<f>)- VO · V</>] = 0. 
m 

The equation is integrated over a space V,. and the divergence theorem is used to derive 

(2.10) f dSOV() · n- f dV[IV()I 2 -h~l()l 2] 
S+Sr Jl,. 

+ ~ hj [ f dS8Vcf>·n- f dVVO·Vcf>] = 0. 
•S+Sr Jlr 
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26 T. ROZNOWSKI 

2 

Corresponding substitution of Eq. (2.8) into Eq. (2.10) and then multiplication by "!. 
eh~ 

leads to the expression 

f dv{ -hfiVl/>12 + IV2l/>l 2 + m
2 

101 2- n:
2 

IVOI 2
} 

e eh2 
Yr 3 

(2.11) 

= J ds{(v2(/)) aq, -mo aq, - n:2 7i ~). an ~ ri~ ~ 
S+Sr 

If we write the conjugate to Eq. (2.11) and substract the latter from Eq. (2.11), and next 
use the relation (2.1)1 and the conjugate to it, then we may derive 

(2.12) m
2 

(_;__ - --!-) f dVIVOI 2 = f dS [h2 (Cf> olj> -l/J a([,) 
e h~ h2 1 on on 

3 Yr S+Sr 

Let us now discuss the right hand side of Eq. (2.12). 
At first we see that the integral over S vanishes because of the homogeneous boundary 

conditions (2.2). 
The remaining part of Eq. (2.12) with r tending to infinity takes the form 

(2.13) lim J dS( ·) = lim Jds [hf (Cf> aaq, -q, aa([>) 
r-+oo r-ooo n n 

Sr Sr 

+ m
2 (~o~ _ -2- 0 ao )] . 

e h~ on h~ on 
When the asymptotic relations given in Eq. (2.3) are substituted into Eq. (2.13), and some 
terms are reduced and rearranged, it will be found that 

(2.14) lim JdSr2m lexp[ -<iJ1 +P3 -2Po)r]hf(p1- P3) (ftf3 -fth) 
T->00 

Sr 

, +exp [ -2(p. -Po)r] ( ~2 - h~,} ~
2 

(rg.[ 2 
[ + -(P. -Po)]+ [g.[ 2 

[ + -{.8. -Po)]) 
3 3 

+exp [- (p1- P3- 2Po)r] m
2 

[g1g3 (_;__ []___ - (Pt-Po)]- --!-- []___ - <fi3- Po)]) 
e h~ r h~ r 

+K.g. ui [ + -cP. -Po>]- Ii [ + -cP. -Po)])] I· 
The integrand in Eq. (2.14) possesses the terms whose components h, gh i = ! , 2 are 
bounded in the region, whereas the polynomial rm has a finite power index. They are 
both multiplied by exponential functions with negative exponents depending on r. Such 
expressions tend with r ~ oo to zero. 
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INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION AND UNIQUENESS THEOREM IN THERMOELASTICITY 27 

Thus we have 

lim J dS( · ) = 0 
r-+oo Sr 

and passing in Eq. (2.12) to the limit with r -+ oo we obtain 

m
2 

( 1 1 ) J ._ -,..--~ lim dVjVOj 2 = 0. 
e h~ h2 r-+00 

3 J', 

Since 
1 1 

- --¥=0 
"2 A ' 
h3 h~ 

we conclude that 

f dVIV8J 2 = 0, 
Be 

(lim V, = Be), 
r-+oo 

thus 8 = const in Be. 
The boundary condition (2.2)2 and the asymptotic condition assumed in infinity 

imply that 

(~.15) 

Substitution of Eq. (2.15) into Eqs. (2.1) leads to 

Drc/> = 0 and V2l/J = 0 in fie. 
Hence it follows immediately (hr being real) that 

"(2.16) 

what completes the proof. 
Theorem 2 gives rise to the following 

COROLLARY. By virtue of the pair (c/>, 0) e C1 in lie and the identities (2.15) and (2.16), 
it follows that the normal derivatives of the pair ( 4>, 0) tend to zero on S. 

Substituting 0 = 4> = ~! = 8 = !! on S into the right hand side of the integral 

representations (1.27) and (1.28) one can thus establish that 

x(x)cJ>(x) = 0, x(x)O(x) = 0. 

The following remarks should be noted: 
NoTE 1. The asymptotic relations (2.3) are constructed, in particular, with the aim 

to assert the mutual implication of the radiation conditions (1.24) and (1.25). It is obvious 
that both expressions for 4> and 0 decay exponentially at infinity. 

NoTE 2. The general equations (2.1)1 , 2 which are identical with Eqs. (1.5)1 , 2 and 
{1.7)1 , 2 are equivalent except that in the last equations it must be assumed that the pair 
( 4>, 8) is of the class C4 in Be. 

We are ready to formulate the uniqueness theorem. 
THEOREM 3. If the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are fulfilled in view of the Corollary and 

Notes 1 and 2 given above, the integral representation (1.27) and (1.28) is unique. 
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28 T. ROZNOWSKI 

3. Uniqueness in the case when the boundary surface is not smooth 

Let the surface S bounding region Be be not smooth but have a vertex (weak singu
larity !). A typical example of a surface of that kind in two dimensions is given in Fig. 2. 
In this case, at the vertex A, solutions (l/J, 0) of equations (or their gradients) 

(3.1) Dil/J-mO = 0, 

with the boundary conditions 

(3.2) :n is</> = f(x), O!s = g(x), 

where f(x) E C(S) and g(x) E C1 (S) are given functions, may have singularities. 
A similar equation has already been considered for a potential theory and extended 

the Helmhol~z equation. Our study of the problem requires further investigation. The 
singularity in A prevents us from applying Green's identity directly to the domain Be. 
Thus we use another region with interior boundary being the surface S 1 (dashed curve 
in Fig. 2). 

FIG. 2. An example of surface singularity in two dimensions. 

The proof that Eqs. (3.1)-(3.2) with/= g = 0 have only zero solutions may be carried 
out along the previous lines subject to the condition that the expression 

(3.3) J~ [ (- a · a -) m
2 

( 1 - a 1 a - )] dS hi l/1- l/1-l/J- l/1 +- -,..- 0-0--=- 0-0 on on e h23 on h"2 on 
s 1 · 3 

(lm- imaginary part) tends to zero, as S1 shrinks to S. Since 4> and olf>lon as well as(} 
and ao I on are sufficiently regular in a neighbourhood of A, and ol/J I on and (} vanishes 
on S, it suffices to require that · 

r [ a - m2 
- a ] 

lim lm dS hi</>~ 4>+ -,.- (} ~0 = 0, 
S 2 ..... p.A • un eh~ un 

s1 

(3.4) 

where S2 denotes a small sphere with the center at A. 
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We assume that Eq. (3.4) is satisfied by the difference of two solutions of Eq. (3.I). 
This can be accomplished by imposing· on the solution of Eq. (3.1) the requirement that 

is locally integrable. Physically this means that there is a finite energy in any bounded 
region of space and that any singularity of the field at the vertex A is sufficiently weak 
so that no sources are concentrated there. 

Hence we see that a singularity produces new effects in the material especially in a neigh
bourhood of the vertex. This phenomenon is examined in some details in "Mechanics 
of fracture" devoted to the analysis of three-dimensional cracks in an elastic medium 
where joints, faults and distribution of stresses near the tip of a crack are dealt with [IO]. 

It appears that various crack propagation models can be described in a more precise 
way by the thermoelastic theory of harmonic vibrations. 

If the geometrical singularity of a tip is sharp, it can be identical with a source of energy 
depending on the material, stress and crack propagation ability. A moving surface around 
the singularity is to be introduced to prove the uniqueness theorem in this case. This 
procedure seems to be useful in the description and interpretation of the crack propaga
tion mechanism. 

Chapter 2 

4. Discussion of the radiation conditions 

The consideration given above provides us with an indication that Note I is valid, 
but not with a proof of its validity. We now wish to do this and to show that other prop
erties of the radiation conditions deserve our attention. 

At first we deal with the relation between the asymptotic relation (2.3) and the radia
tion conditions (1.24) and (I.25). The following symbols are introduced: 

(4.1) 

where 

H1 = e- _I (hi-k~)l/>, 
m 

(4.2) I A (!W2 
K1 = -(hi-ki)()+ - ,.- l/>, 

m a 
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The radiation conditions (1.24) and (1.25) are transformed to the form 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

[
Q A"] ' r Tr - (ik1 - P1) F3 = o(1), 

[ [) " " ] r Tr -qk3-P3) F1 = o(1), 

F3 = o(l), 

F1 = o(1); 

r [ :, - (ik,- p,) ]G3 = o(l), 

G1 = o(1), 

G3 = o(1). 

T. ROZNOWSKI 

Obviously the asymptotic representation of the functions F1 , F3 and G1 , G3 given by 
Eq. (4.1) is valid if 

(4.5) 

where 

(4.6) 

Hence 

(4.7) 

H1 = eflo'Ht, H3 = eflo'H3, 

Kl = efloril, K3 = ef1o'K3 

Po = min(Pt, P3), 

(Hl , H3, il, K3) E C1. 

4> """' F3 + Fl = e-Jl-fJo>r .H3 + e-J3-Po>r Hl, 
() """' Gt + G3 = e_(pl-f1o)r Kt + e-tf13-flo)r K3. 

From the comparison of Eqs. (2.3) and ( 4. 7) we have 

ill = r"'f2(0, ip), 

il3 = r"'ft(o, ifo), 

il = r"'g1(0, ifo), 

.K3 = r"'g2(o, ifo). 
Therefore we have shown that the next mutual coupling at r --. oo exists. 

(1.24) <=> (2.3)1' 

( 1.25) <=> (2.3)2. 

We proceed to examine the behaviour of energy flux at infinity. To show that Eqs. (1.24) 
and (1.25) really characterize the radiation conditions, it suffices to remark that the energy 
flux (outward) through the S, surface is non-negative. 
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Using Eq. (4.3) and the notations (4.1) and (4.5) one can calculate the energy radiation 
flux at infinity. 

We write 

(4.8) n 2n I 12 !~~/ = ~~':! I I r2sinlidi!dq+- 2W,-P.>• [ :, fr. +(Jk11
2 +fiDiir31

2 

0 0 

- (ik,-P ,>ir. :, li. +(if,+ P.>H. :, ir.] 

+e-lJ,-p,,, [I :, ir,l2 

+(lk3 12 +Pl>lir.l2 

- uk.-P.>ir. :, H, + < ;k. + P.>li, :, H, Jl. 
Since, according to definition [3], p. 62, ( 4>' 0) E C 2 (V,) and ( 4>' 0) E C 1 cV..)' then, by 
virtue of Eqs. (4.1), (4.2), (4.5) and (4.7), the functions 

(4.9) 

belong to the class C2 in the domain V, and to the class C2 in V, -( cf. Note 2), 

v, = v, u s u s,. 
Estimation of all the terms in Eq. (4.8) with Eq. (4.6) being taken into account allow to 
find in the limiting case as r -+ oo that the integral vanishes, i.e. 

(4.10) lim/= 0. 
r-+ oo 

The last expression states that the energy flux vanishes at infinity, and therefore the suffi
cient condition for the coupled form of the radiation conditions (1.24) and (1.25) con
nected closely with the integral representation given by Theorem I is fulfilled. 

We may show that if To -+ 0, the radiation conditions (1.24) and (1.25) are equivalent 
to those of [2], Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9). Moreover, it is possible to form stronger expressions 
for the asymptotic relations (1.24) and (L25) analogous to those in Eqs. (1.10)-(1.14) 
of [2]. Also remarks similar to those in [2] by all adequate accounts are valid here. Further 
discussion in this matter will be continued in the next section where special cases of 
generalized thermoelasticity are considered. 

5. Particular systems of generalized thermoelastic equations 

If the term _!_ h~Vl/> 2 in Eq. (1.5h is small compared to the remaining terms, then this 
m 

equation is independent of Eq. (1.5)1 • Thus, disregarding the coupling in thermoelastic 
equations, we pass to the generalized thermal stress problem divided into two separate· 
problems to be solved consecutively. Hence we may use known methods for solving Eq. 
(1.5)2 _ to obtain temperature distribution and then we should be concerned with the 
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nonhomogeneous Helmholtz equation (1.5)1 with a determined temperature function 
on the right hand side. Generally, the system of equations for steady harmonic oscillation 
w to be solved is then as follows: 

(5.1) D~c/J-mfJ = 0, O~fJ = 0. 

Eliminating the temperature from Eq. (5.1), one gets the equations we are interested in: 

(5.2) 

Then the relations (1.9) satisfy the simple equalities 

(5.3) 

Hence 

(5.4) k"2 - h2 k"2 - h"2 
1 = 1' 3 = 3• 

By the use of an analogy between Eqs. (5.3) and (1.9), we are able to write the integral 
representations for the functions ¢ and fJ by replacing Eq. (5.4) in the corresponding 
equations (1.27) and (1.28) only. Thus we have 

(5.5) x(x)c/J(x) = - m A f as{ eRih!R -:- [o- -1 (h~ -hD¢] 
4n(h~ -hD un m . 

s 

[ 
1 A • ] O ( eih1R) [ eih3R O O ( eih3R )]} - o--m (h~-hDc/J an ----p:- - ~an o-o an ~ ,-

(5.6) 

The coefficients described by Eq. (5.4) may be expressed explicitly to fulfill the formulae 
" flt = 0 , 

(5.7) 
( )

1/2 ( )1 /2 
a3 = ;: [{w2 r~ + 1)1

/
2 +wr0], P3 = ;: [(w 2 r5 + 1)112

- wroF 12 • 

The·relations (5.5) and (5.6) are valid if the radiation conditions satisfy the asymptotics 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

r Ur -ih, )[ 0- ~ (hi-hD4>] = o{l), 

0- -
1 (h~-hD¢ = o(l), 
m 

re_p,, ( :r -ih3 ) 0 = o{l), 

e-~3rf) = o(l). 

Next, let the relaxation time in ~q. (5.1) be negligible, ('YJ -+ 0) r 0 -+ 0, then Eq. (5.7) 
implies 

ki =hi &1 = h1, 
A 

{Jl = 0, 

(5.10) => 

()"' ()"' k~ = h~ &3 = ;" ' jJ3 = ;" 
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The integral representation takes the form 

(5.11) m J. { eih1R a [ I ] 
x(x)l/J(x) = - 4n(hf-hD ds ~an e-m (hf-hD4> 

s 

[ 
1 ] a ( eih1R) [ eih3R a a ( eih3R )]} - e--(hi-hD4> ---- - ----e-e- --
m on R R on on R ' 

(5.I2) 
I J [ eih3R a a ( eih3R )] x(x)e(x) = - dS --e-e - -- . 

4n R on on R 

Expression (5.12) is in agreement with Eq. (2), p. 569 in [5] providing the outward normal 
direction like in Fig. I is taken into account. 

The radiation conditions are now 

(S.I3) r (:, -ih1 )[ 0- ! (h~-hi)¢] = o(l), 

e- _I (hi-hDl/J = o(I), 
m 

(5.14) 
- (~)t'z, ( iJ ) re 2:oc - -ih3 () = o(1), or. 

e-(~f'
2

,0 = o(1). 

We return again to Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6) and suppose that the relaxation time is to be negli
gible, To -+ 0. 

Obviously the result is closely related to the amplitude equations of classical coupled 
thermoelasticity, see Eqs. (1.1)-(1.4) in [2]. The outline of the investigations and r~sults 

of Sects. 1-4 is now applicable, providing h3 is replaced by h3 • 

Hence 
kl = kl' k3 = k3' a = a' 

where k 1 , k 3 , a are given by Eq. (1.4) and further in [2]. 
Introducing the foregoing symbols to Eqs. (1.27), (1.28), (1.24) and (1.25), one gets 

the integral representations for classical thermoelasticity and the radiation conditions 
exactly as Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) in [2]. 

The proper expressions for the pair ( 4>, ()) may be deduced immediately from Eqs. 
(1.5) and (1.6) of [2] as well. The appropriate formulae are not specified here since their 
form is rather obvious. 

In order to simplify the equations discussed above, condition 'YJ -+ 0 leads to the theory 
of thermal stresses shown by Eqs. (5.11)-(5.14). 

The particular examples allow us to consider some properties of plane waves, moving 
far away from source of disturbances. Equations (5.6) and (5.12), for instance, describe 
different but pure thermal waves characterized by the coefficients h3 and h-3, respectively. 
Referring to Eqs. (5.7) and (5.10), it is seen that a damping and phase velocity of plane 
wave due to the formulae 

(5.15) D, = Imk,, " ().) v,= --"-
Rek, 

may be determined. 

3 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 1/83 
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Inserting Eq. (5.7) into Eq. (5.15), one can write 

(5.16) 

Equation (5.10) yields 

(5.17) (}3 = (;, )"'. 

v3 = (2~w) 1 12 . 
Denoting 

(5.18) z = wr0 > 0, 0 < W(z) = [(z2 + 1) 112 -z]l/2 < I, 

the damping and velocity coefficient in Eq. (5.16) can be written as 
A 

(5.19) 
. {}3 = {}3 W(z), 
v3 = v3 W(z). 

By virtue of Eqs. (5.17) and (5.19) we estimate that the thermal wave motion according 
to Eqs~ (5.6) and (5.12) is both dissipative and dispersive. Because of 0 < W(z) < 1, 
Eq. (5.18) and the relations (5.19), it is seen that the relaxation properties of a medium 
reduce the influence on the damping and phase velocity of the wave given by Eq. (5.6) 
in relation to Eq. (5.12). The comparison of Eqs. (5.17) and (5.19) yields 

(5.20) 

A quantitative contribution of the relaxation time to damping and phase velocity may 
be given, too. To this end, it is sufficient to take into account the function W(z) in the form 
of Eq. (5.18) or in the following form written for small and large value of z 

W(z) - 1- ~ ( 1- ~} z, for z <{ I, 

(5.21) 
( 

1 )1/2 
W(z)"' 2z , for z ~ I. 

The computed data of W according to the relations (5.18) and (5.21) for a wide range 
of argument 0 < z = wr0 "' 100 are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. 

A qualitative explanation of the behaviour of Was a function of To and w may be 

proposed as follows: for fixed To = T~ we calculate . co* =~and thus we obtain W(z). 
io 

In particular, for z = 0.1 and To = r~ = 9.95 · I0- 12 (copper), the value of W (0.1) = 
= 0.951 and corresponds to 

.... ,* = 0.1 - I 005. J012 
"" 0.95 · I0-12 - . . 

Assuming the relaxation time in the range I0- 12 -I0- 11 (metals) and the ultras~nic 
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W{z) 

0 

" 
I 

J~ I 

5.0 10 100 

FIG. 3. Dependence of W(z) on z = wT0 , 0 < z < 100. 

W(z) 

1.0 

0.9 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

Z=WT0 

FIG. 4. Plot of function W(z) for z < 0.5. 
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I .. 
10Z z 

vibration band 0.5 · 106 -5 · 1010
, then the values of z and W(z) are limited as follows 

(Fig. 4) 
5 · 10- 7 < z = cor0 < 0.5, 0.786 < W(z) < 1. 

In this case we see that the dependence Won the oscillation frequency for fixed r 0 is 
almost linear. 

6. Conclusions 

1. The integral representation of the harmonic oscillation in exterior thermoelastic 
domain with one relaxation time according to the generalized theory of thermoelasticity 
was established in a three-dimensional coordinate system. Adopting suitable kernels 
one can specify the proper relations for the two or one-dimensional problem. 
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2. From the feature of integral representation (1.27) and (1.28) and the radiation 
conditions (1.24) and (1.25), it follows that the disturbances in a material far enough 
from the boundary surface of a cavity seem to be vanishing because of the exponentially 
damping factor in the integrand, exp [ -Pzr], P~ > 0, I= I, 2. 

3. Some modification of the procedure applied here may be useful in the investigation 
of integral representation for internal domain but it does not refer to the uniqueness 
theorem. 

4. The integral representation facilitates the understanding of fatigue phenomena in 
the surface layer and in a substractum of a thermoelastic body. 

5. If the cavity is assumed to have an extended flat, ellipsoidal form, then the given 
consideration connected with the vertex, Sect. 3, may be effective in crack problem explo
ration, especially in the stress analysis and the failure criterion under thermoelastic oscil
lation of the body. 

6. Theorems I and 3 hold also if any linear coupled field of a more complicated struc
ture is assumed, for instance, the generalized linear thermoelastic field with two relax
ation times. 
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